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HI. My Name Is…

Forming New Relationships

Melissa and Hannah

GATEWAY GUIDES
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Activity

 Find Someone you have never met and pair up with them
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Lets Talk About It

1. What was it like not being able to use words to describe 

one another?

2. What difficulties/frustrations did you have?

3. How did you choose what to share with that person?

4. What do you think was the significance of this activity?
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Transition to College

 What did you think college was be like before you got here?

 Why is college so different from high school?
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Making Friends 101

 Networking

 What is it?

 Meeting new people

 Social media, LinkedIn, 
Facebook

 Clubs

 ROAR, etc.

 To make a club = 2 people + idea

 Get familiar with campus

 Reach out

 Professors, groups, etc.

 Get to know your floor

 If you live off-campus, try to stay 

on campus as much as possible

 Find study groups/sessions

 Volunteer

 Take new electives

 Hangout in common areas

 Attend

 Sports, events, socials, etc.

 Campus recreation center
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Objectives

 Students should be able to:

1. Learn at least one new communication skill

2. Identify one barrier to effective communication

3. Meet at least ONE new Person
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Communication Skill Building

 Nonverbal

 Proxemics- space

 Kinesics- movement

 Haptics- touch

 Chronemics- time

 Verbal

 Tone/Volume/Tempo
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Communication Skill Building

 Listening

 How do you know if someone is REALLY listening to you?
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Communication Skill Building

 Barriers to Effective Communication

 Physical 

 Mental 

 Cultural

 Emotional
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What’s it all about?

 How do you think these communication skills will help you if 

you did the activity a second time?

 What skills did you take away that you can apply in other 

interactions in the future?
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Resources for you!

 OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES

 UNIVERSITY CENTER 104  (719)255-3470

 OFFICE OF FIRST YEAR EXPERIENCE

 MAIN HALL 202         (719)255-3688

 UCCS REC CENTER

 (719)255-7515

 UCCS CAREER CENTER

 MAIN HALL 201         (719)255-3875

 COMMUNICATION CENTER

 COLUMBINE 312       (719)255-4770


